Introduction to TuFF

• TuFF (Tailored universal Feedstock for Forming) materials are composites made from sheets of highly aligned discontinuous carbon fibers

• The discontinuous nature of these fibers allow TuFF materials to be made from recycled carbon fibers and still have aerospace grade strength

Electrospinning Assembly

• Previously, electrospinning setups have only used one needle, limiting the size of the material that can undergo electrospinning

• This setup was designed to test scalability by using four needles

• A voltage source was attached to the tip of an injector and a conductive plate creating a potential difference of 7kV between the polymer solution and the conductive plate

• The injector pushed charged resin at a rate of 0.8mL/hr through branched tubing towards four needles resting above the conductive plate

• This caused drops of solution to fall to the plate in a spiral formation known as a Taylor cone from each needle

• The result was an even coating of PVA on the plate across a much wider area than with one needle

Results of Electrospun TuFF

(Figure 1) (Figure 2)

• SEM images show the low aerial weight polymer coating on electrospun fibers (Figure 1) versus dry (Figure 2)

Conclusions

• Unstable dry TuFF sheets can be stabilized by electrospinning PVA onto the TuFF sheets

• Compaction data shows that the low weight of the polymer veil prevents it from impacting the strength of the material

• PVA is a safe, functional, environmentally friendly alternative to TPU for electrospinning TuFF sheets

Future Work

• This project can be built upon by doing compaction tests of PVA electrospun TuFF, further scaling the number of needles, and fully automating the process of running TuFF sheets through the setup

• Compaction tests of PVA electrospun TuFF sheets will allow comparisons between the fiber volume fraction of it and dry TuFF, and will be completed in the coming weeks

• Now that a multiple needle setup has been demonstrated, it is important to determine if there is an upper limit to the number of needles that can be used

• Designing a way to feed TuFF through the electrospinning setup will allow full sheets to be coated evenly
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